The existence of strong solutions to a kind of variational inequality of parabolic type is investigated by the theory of semigroups of linear operators. As an application, an abstract semi permeable media problem is studied.
Introduction
Variational inequality theory has been developed very fast since 1967 introduced by Lions and Stampacchia [7] who successfully treated a coercive variational inequality. It plays an important role in mechanics, partial differential equations, control theory, game theory, optimizations and so on.
Last ten years, the study of parabolic variational inequalities has had many results, such as in [3, 6, [8] [9] [10] . Carl et al. [3] used fixed point theorems in ordered Banach spaces to solve a system of evolution variational inequalities. Jarusek et al. in [6] proved new results on sensitivity analysis of parabolic variational inequalities. Ton [10] established the existence of an open loop equilibrium strategy for parabolic quasi-variational inequalities. Differently from those tools of study, we shall use the theory of semigroups of linear operators to study the existence of a parabolic variational inequality. As we see in [5] , solutions of a semi permeable media problem are equivalent to those (strong solutions) of the following variational inequality of parabolic type:
The existence of weak solutions of the above problem was studied in [2, 11, 13] . That is, the existence of solutions of the following inequality was considered:
The existence of the solutions of (1) was investigated under very strong conditions such as in [5, 11] . Here we try to deal with this problem under noncoercive conditions by the theory of semigroups of linear operators and then improve the corresponding results of [5, 11] . As an application of obtained results, an abstract semi permeable media problem is studied.
Preliminary
Let E be a reflexive Banach space with a norm · , E its dual space and ·,· the pair between E and E. Suppose that H is a Hilbert space with norm and inner product | · |, (·,·), respectively, such that E ⊂ H ⊂ E , where the formers are dense in the latters and the corresponding identical maps are continuous. Let s → G(s), 0 s < ∞, be a continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators in E, H , E , where G(s) is contractive in H , i.e., |G(s)u| |u|, ∀u ∈ H . Let −A be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup, i.e.,
where the limit is taken in E (or H , E ) and
Assume that K is a nonempty closed convex subset of E and j : E → R ∪ {+∞} is a lower semicontinuous convex functional with j (0) = 0 and j (K) ⊂ R. Given f ∈ E , we consider the following variational inequality problem:
In applications, if E is a Sobolev space, we may find a semigroup G(s) such that A = d/dt. In this case, the problem (3) deduces to problem (1) .
Because the function t ∈ (0, +∞) → (1/t)j (tw) is increased, we define a functional {a(x n , x n ) + j (x n )} > 0, then a is called P-coercive on K respective to j (P-coercive for short).
Remark 1. If there exists a linear compact operator
then a is P-coercive by [1] .
Definition 2.
The recession cone rc K of a set K is defined by
Definition 3. The resolvent of a functional a :
Existence of solutions
For the sake of convenience, we first give the assumptions upon the nonnegative functional a : E × E → R as follows:
In addition, we assume that A and K are compatible: for every u ∈ K, there exists a regular sequence {u i } of u such that
Theorem 1. [11] Let the closed convex set K and continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators G(s) satisfy that
Proof. For ε > 0, we have
in H . Since K is closed convex and
Therefore A and K are compatible. 2
Theorem 2. Let the nonnegative functional a : E × E → R satisfy the conditions (i)-(iii)
, and functional j : E → R ∪ {+∞} be lower semicontinuous convex on E and continuous on K with
then u is a solution of the following variational inequality:
Proof. Since G(s) is contractive on H , we have
For any given v ∈ K ∩ D(A, E ), letting s → 0 in (7) yields that
Taking v = u i which is a regular sequence of u, and letting i → ∞, we have
On the other hand, since a( 
Hence, lim inf s→0 a(u s , u − v) a(w, u − v). Letting λ → 0, we get lim inf s→0 a(u s , u − v) λa(u, u − v) by (ii
The theorem is proved. 2
As a special case of Theorem 2 in [12] , the following theorem shall be used in the proof of our main result Theorem 4.
Theorem 3. Let the nonnegative functional a satisfy (i)-(iv) and be P-coercive, and the functional j : E → R ∪ {+∞} be lower semicontinuous convex on E with j (0) = 0 and j (K) ⊂ K. If f (a) is symmetrical, then the variational inequality
has a solution u ∈ k.
We denote
It is easy to verify that if a is P-coercive, so is b s .
Theorem 4. Let the nonnegative functional a satisfy (i)-(iv) and be P-coercive, and the functional j : E → R ∪ {+∞} be lower semicontinuous convex on E and continuous on K with
is symmetrical and the following conditions are satisfied:
Then (3) has a solution. H , we have b s (u, u) a(u, u) 0. It follows from Theorem 3 that the following variational inequality:
Proof. Since G(s) is contractive on
has a solution u s ∈ K, ∀s > 0. We shall complete the proof in three steps.
Step 1. We verify that {u s } is bounded in K for s small enough. Otherwise there exists a sequence {u s n } ∞ n=1 such that u s n → ∞ (s n → 0). Denote y n = u s n / u s n and let y n → y (weakly) without loss of generality. Since b s (v − u s , v − u s ) 0, we have
Taking v ∈ K ∩ D(A, E ) in (7) and letting n → ∞ after dividing by u s n , we get
However, for t > 0 and n large enough, we have
Letting n → ∞ and then letting t → ∞ gets that lim inf n→∞
Since K is weakly closed convex and (1 − (8) gives
This contradicts the P-coercivity of a.
Step 2. Let u s → u (weakly) (h → 0) in K without loss of generality. We know that u is a solution of the following variational inequality:
by Theorem 2.
Step 3. We shall show that u is a solution of (3). For ε > 0, (11) gives
By
In addition, j ∞ (v) c|v| for |v| large enough by (vii). Therefore Au ε is bounded in H by (13) . Since the linear operator A is closed, we have u ∈ D(A, H ). For arbitrary w ∈ K ∩ D(A, E ), taking v = (1 − θ)u + θw, θ ∈ (0, 1) and removing θ in (11) result in
Letting θ → 0, we get
Since K ∩ D(A, E ) is dense in K, the above inequality means that u is a solution of (3). 
Applications
We shall conclude the article by dealing with an abstract semi permeable media problem as an application of Theorem 4. Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded domain with smooth boundary Γ = ∂Ω. Let
Suppose that for proper convex continuous function ϕ : R → R ∪ {+∞} with ϕ(0) = 0, there exist constants c > 0 and c 1 0 such that ϕ(t) c|t| + c 1 . Denote N = {λ: ϕ(λ) < +∞} and
Then j is convex lower semicontinuous in E and continuous in K with j (0) = 0. For given f ∈ E , we consider the following evolution variational inequality (equivalent to a semi permeable media problem [5] ):
where Proof. In fact, a(u, u)+|u| 2
Since E is compactly embedded in L 2 (Q), a is P-coercive. Besides, it is easily seen that a satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv). Define a semigroup by For y < 0, we get that j ∞ (y) = yT |Γ | lim t→−∞ ϕ(t) t . Therefore, f, y < j ∞ (y), ∀y ∈ R, y = 0, and then G = {0} and f (b s ) = {0}. 2
G(s)ψ(t) = ψ(t − s), 0 < s < t, ψ(t − s + T ), t < s < T .

